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Highlights from the Colorado Congreso de Acequias
In October, the Sangre de Cristo Acequia Association hosted the first Colorado Congreso de Acequias,
bringing together eighty-six irrigators, community members, government agency employees, and nonprofit
groups all interested in preserving acequia heritage. Distinguished guests included Phyllis Phillips, NRCS
State Conservationist and John Stulp, water policy advisor to Governor Hickenlooper; both expressed their
desire to learn more about acequias to find ways to support the community. We hope that this will be an
annual event to share information and issues and to determine what programs and activities are most
useful to parciantes.
The following is a very brief overview of the themes of the Congreso. If you would like a copy of the final
report with a summary of every session, please contact Sarah Parmar at (719) 695-0060 or visit the SdCAA
website at www.sangreacequias.org.
Different communities, shared challenges
Irrigators from Conejos, Costilla, Las Animas, and
Huerfano Counties discussed their unique
challenges, including operating under the Rio
Grande Compact and the explosion of natural gas
drilling; however, there was a clear sense that all
communities shared some common issues. All
expressed that their communities were informal,
with everyone agreeing on common sense
solutions to water and many were frustrated with
the prior appropriation system and the need for
water attorneys. Many were concerned about
external pressures on water demand and about the fact that there seems to be less water physically
available each year.
Acequias are unique
Several speakers talked about the Colorado Acequia Recognition Law, which distinguished acequias as
different from other ditches in the state and created an acequia ditch corporation, which allows for one
landowner – one vote instead of voting by shares as in a mutual ditch company. While it was recognized
that many acequias in Costilla County have no formal organization, attorneys cautioned that this leaves
acequias vulnerable if one parciante wants to sell their water rights and separate them from the land.
Bylaws not only provide a working document for current water users, but it also provides a way to
communicate acequia practices and customs to the next generation and to people who might move into
the community from other areas. Leaders from the New Mexico Acequia Association spoke about their
work in organizing across the state to create a unified voice to advocate for acequias at the state
legislature, governance trainings for acequias, and a mayordomo project, which will document practices
and local knowledge on ditches. At lunch on Sunday, we were joined by young community members who
reminded us why we care about the future. Centennial students presented their winning entries in our K-3
and 4-6 poster contest and Faleen Lobato, a high school freshman read her winning essay, inspiring
everyone in the room.
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Congreso continued…

Centennial School Contest winners:
Essay:
st
1 Place – Faleen Lobato
nd
2 Place –Favian Dorado
K-3 Poster:
st
1 Place –Carmelita Rael
nd
2 Place—Dakota Rael
4-6 Poster:
st
1 Place –Christian Santistevan
nd
2 Place –Alexis Lobato
rd
3 Place (tied) –Emilio Deherrera
rd
3 Place –Adelia Romero
Pictured student winners: (from left) Dakota Rael,
Carmelita Rael, Christian Santisteven, Adelia Romero,
and Faleen Lobato. Congratulations!

We are a community
There was a genuine desire by many participants to revive the sense
of community among acequias and to share this with our youth and
with those who may have left the community, but might one day
return. There was a strong sense of pride in place and connection to
the land. Many people communicated the need to not only
reconnect within our communities, for example by restoring the
historic practices of water-sharing in times of drought, but also
across communities – uniting with irrigators in other counties and
participating in the larger Colorado water forum.

One of the winning poster entries illustrating the
connections between agriculture and ecosystem

THANK YOU!
Sponsors: The Costilla Conservancy District, Colorado Natural Resources Conservation Service, The
Trinchera Blanca Foundation, Law office of McClure and Eggleston, Wright Water Engineers, and the Rio
Culebra Agricultural Cooperative– the Congreso would not have been possible without you!
Presenters, Facilitators, and Amazing Helpers: Crestina Martinez, Edward Vigil, Juan Marinez,
Lawrence Gallegos, Joseph C. Gallegos, Jack Chavez, Amos Mace, Devon Peña, Gregory Hicks, Lawrence
MacDonnell, John McClure, Shirley Romero Otero, Sandra Santa Cruz, Bernadette Lucero, Eugene Jacquez,
Junita Martinez, Phyllis Phillips, Paula Garcia, Janice Varela, Ryan Golten, Peter Nichols, Katherine Faz,
Jenny Stricker, Ben Doon, Joseph Lobato, Centennial School administration and staff, Kimba Rael, Emma’s
Hacienda, Pepitas Catering – your participation and support were invaluable!
Left: Ryan Golten, water
attorney, facilitates a break-out
session, focusing on water
rights issues and governance;
Right: Senator Gail Schwartz and
Representative Edward Vigil
receive “Acequia Advocate”
awards for their 2009 acequia
legislation.
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Programs – the year ahead
Legal and Technical Assistance
The Sangre de Cristo Acequia
Association has begun its own legal
and technical assistance program
and the first part of this program is
a handbook, currently being drafted
by water attorneys Peter Nichols
and Ryan Golten with help from law
students. The goal of the project is
to develop a handbook or resource
guide which walks acequias through the process of
incorporation and provides example
Water attorney, Peter Nichols, introduces the handbook idea at the Congreso;
bylaws, laying out which sections are the group identified the issues in the table as important parts of the handbook
legally necessary and giving examples
of different options that acequia boards can include. The guide will also lay out some critical issues, both
external pressures facing acequias and internal governance challenges (see table). Over the two years, the
association would like to work with acequias who are interested in drafting or updating bylaws and will
provide free legal assistance in that effort. The association would also like to serve as a clearinghouse for
important records and documents, to ensure that acequias have the legal documents they need to defend
their rights. Please see the insert for more details.

Watershed Planning

Conservation Easements

Over the next year, the SdCAA will seek funding to
complete a plan that identifies critical water supply
and quality issues (such as sedimentation) and
prioritizes voluntary projects that will improve
watershed function for the benefit of water users
and the ecosystem (such as sediment traps and
grazing projects). Once funding is secured, we will
be seeking wide participation by all irrigators. If
you have questions or are interested in being part
of the process, please contact Delmer Vialpando
(719) 298-2089 or the Costilla Conservation District
Board.

A conservation easement is a voluntary agreement
that allows a landowner to limit the type or
amount of development on their property, while
keeping the land in private ownership.
Conservation easements often link water to land –
preventing water rights from being permanently
sold or transferred. Government agencies and
certain nonprofit organizations (land trusts) are
eligible to hold conservation easements. Sarah
(McDonald) Parmar is working jointly for Colorado
Open Lands (a statewide land trust) and the Sangre
de Cristo Acequia Association and is happy to
speak with landowners. This year, Colorado Open
Lands will be working on two conservation
easements associated with acequia water and
these will provide valuable information for others.

Thank you for your service! Longtime board member Devon G. Peña will be
retiring from this role in order to focus on his many other projects and
commitments related to food justice and social justice. The Board is grateful to
Devon for his vision and support over the years and for his critical role in the
drafting and passage of the 2009 Colorado Acequia Recognition Law. Devon,
we hope to see you in the fields this summer and we know you will continue to
serve as an advocate and resource for the acequias of Southern Colorado!
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Sangre de Cristo Acequia Association ELECTIONS
Join or vote for the Board of Directors
All parciantes are invited to apply to be a member of the SdCAA Board of Directors. Board members
commit to attending the monthly meetings, and commit to reviewing the organization’s finances and
providing vision for our programs. If you are interested in joining the Board, you must fill out a Board
application (see insert) and submit it to the Board by February 1st. You can mail the form to the office,
email it to info@sangreacequias.org or give it to Delmer Vialpando (719) 298-2089 or Joseph Gallegos (719)
298-7278. All are welcome to apply; we would especially like to invite applicants from acequias that don’t
currently have Board members. All parciantes are invited to attend the meeting on Tuesday, February
12th at 6pm at our office above the Community Bank (401 Church Place, San Luis) in order to vote.

Current Board of Directors

Delmer Vialpando, Juan Ramon Maestas,
Junita Martinez, Charles Maestas,
Joseph C. Gallegos, Larry Mondragon,
Ernest Sanchez, Devon Peña (retiring)

The Board of Directors meets the second Tuesday of each month at 6pm and all are welcome to attend.
Sarah (McDonald) Parmar is serving as the Director of Programs for the SdCAA and can be reached at (719) 695-0060.

Sangre de Cristo Acequia Association
P.O. Box 721
San Luis, CO 81152
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